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Do first check out the Introduction to Critical Evaluation Class (BSL1.09) as that introductory class covers many aspects 
you will need to already know to get the most out of this class. This class takes a closer look at how to critically evaluate 
the research literature if you need to. 

LESSON CONTENT

• In this lesson, we will discuss just how 
difficult it is for most chiropractors to 
critically evaluate the basic science 
literature. 

• This class will teach you several tips that 
you can use to help you know if a study is 
decent or potentially questionable. 
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After taking this class the student will be able to:

LEARNING OUTCOMES

1. Understand the importance of critical 
evaluation of research

2. Identify the most common quality assessment 
guidelines (checklists) for the various types of 
research study design

• In this lesson, you will learn what 
checklists/guidelines to use to assess a 
range of different research study designs. 

• How to find various checklists of quality 
assessment guidelines will also be covered. 

• This lesson will also discuss the pros and 
cons of using pre-evaluated platforms 
like ChirosAcademy and ChirosHub if 
you chose to practice evidence-based 
chiropractic.

5. The different critical evaluation guidelines 
and benefits of pre-evaluated literature

• This lesson takes you deeper into what 
critical evaluation is all about. 

• We will reiterate the most important 
aspects of critical evaluation. 

1. A closer look at critical evaluation

• In this lesson, you will learn why critical 
evaluation of research is essential for the 
chiropractic profession. Examples of how 
poorly conducted studies, or highly biased 
studies, have negatively impacted the use 
of and access to chiropractic care will be 
discussed.

2. Why critical evaluation is essential

4. Why it is hard for chiropractors to quality 
assess basic science studies

• This lesson will cover the first 3 key 
questions to ask of any study. 

• This lesson looks at whether the study 
question is relevant. It also covers whether 
the study is original and whether it adds 
new information to the collective body of 
knowledge. 

• Finally, this lesson covers how to identify 
what type of research question is being 
asked? 

6. The first 3 steps of critical evaluation

• This lesson looks at the next four key 
questions to ask in any critical evaluation. 

• Next up, you will learn to look for how 
potential sources of bias should be 
addressed and whether the study was 
performed according to the original 
protocol. 

• Finally, this lesson looks at how to 
assess whether the study tests its stated 
hypothesis. 

• Naturally, you will need to learn about 
whether the statistical analyses performed 
was appropriate and done correctly. 

• You will also learn how to assess whether 
the data justifies the conclusions, and 
whether there are any conflicts of interest. 

• Finally, in this lesson we will do a summary 
of the whole class and provide you with 
take home messages. 

Every lesson has a practice quiz. At at the end of the lessons there is a final quiz 
and if you pass the final quiz, you will receive a certificate of completion.
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That includes critically evaluating the research you find, summarising and translating it into lay language so your patient will 
understand the relevant scientific information. We will also take a closer look at the other essential components of critical 
evaluation and look at examples of where this has gone wrong, and what that means for you in practice.

7. The middle 4 steps of critical evaluation

8. The last 3 steps of critical evaluation and 
take home messages

3. The dangers of Highly Biased Research

• In this lesson, you will learn about the 
dangers of highly biased research. Such so-
called research can in extreme cases lead 
to falsification of data, i.e., the production 
of fake research. Examples of such highly 
biased research will be included in this 
class.  
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